KINDERGARTEN SMART ROOM PLATFORM

CARETTA
The Kindergarten Smart Room Platform
Caretta is a kindergarten – preschool didactic platform.
The Class server controls the didactic process on each worktable / kids group, the
flow of lessons per table, the performance of the students and more...
The teacher can assign tasks and workshops from Caretta curriculum to each group
of students on each work table. The courseworks run automatically on each tables’
screen. All communications are done via Wi-Fi network. It can control an unlimited
number of work tables. The teacher’s server is also used to create the every day
workshop of the students, as the wireless communication server.

Caretta: The Turtle Teaching Assistant
The pupil’s work table consists of a
tabletop 150 cm x 120 cm which is the
playground of the students.
On the table surface, our Turtle Robot,
Caretta, is the teaching assistant
assigned to help and play with the
students. Kids must enjoy the educational
voyage…. and Caretta is responsible for
this task. Caretta assigns their seats
according to teacher instructions and
then participates with the kids in various
instances of the didactic process.
Caretta can move, draw, dance, play
music and bring toys to the kids to learn
and play. Caretta is remotely controlled

and acts on time-based or direct
commands.
Each kid can adopt a small pet animal,
when registered in the class, and be
presented constantly with his/her name
and the image of the pet of his/her
choice. When using the mouse to reply to
questions (always using colors or sounds
for choices), the kids pen/mouse cursor is
assigned the pets image chosen and it
has its own dedicated space to move,
set by the application, or can work on
the same screen as all kids in the group.

The Kids Work Table
The work table includes a 24 inch screen
with a small footprint computer, fully
controlled remotely by the teacher. The
screen is based on an adjustable arm
allowing horizontal or vertical
adjustments for better viewing from all
sides.
The work table also includes a printer
where the system prints worksheets for

the students. Various accessories, used
during teaching, ranging from plasticine
to watercolor markers and wireless
mouse for each kid are also included in
each table and they are stored in a
mobile plastic trolley with individual
packaging for each group of 4 students.
If there is need for more students ,this can
be accommodated upon request.

The Turtle
The Caretta turtle is the teachers
assistant. The turtle is a fully functional
moving robot which is activated at any
time during the course of the class to
perform different tasks ranging from
drawing shapes and writing letters or
words to even provide the students with
different accessories for their games or
quizzes or accompany them in every quiz
or part of the class work.
The turtles’ electronics are based on an 8
-core CPU, a wireless communication
module, a pen mechanism in order to
use a watercolor marker and it uses 6 x
AAA 1.5V batteries. It is fully preprogrammable and it interacts with the

Caretta application to make the
teaching process fun like a game. It has
a built-in speaker, a motion control
mechanism, a parallel to USB port for
downloading more routines, an
expansion bus on which many optional
features can be added i.e. camera,
keyboard etc.
The teacher can easily add motion
routines, music and even make Caretta
dance to music for the kids. Caretta turtle
operation is fully integrated in the
teaching platform and makes teaching
kids… fun and joyfull and the teachers’
work easy and creative.

KINDERGARTEN SMART ROOM PLATFORM

CARETTA
The Kids Work Table
The Caretta platform includes the
didactic application, integrated in
an application of class
management, lesson
management and activity
management.
It also includes multimedia support,
sound and music and integrates
all the modern technologies
needed to create the most
modern didactic environment for
kids on this level.
The main topics the didactic part
covers are:

different forms to paint and draw,
numbers or images related to
numbers, shapes and sizes, etc…
This part of the application
continues by teaching pupils the:
 Shape Recognition
 Size Recognition
 Less or More
 Probability
 Time
The application provides quizzes,
various practices, print outs as all
modules of Caretta.

Learning about…COSMOS!
Using the same architecture,
Learning the Alphabet
Caretta is presenting to our new
Multilingual application that allows citizens of the world...the World.
the pupils to learn the letters, the
The Cosmos part of the
correct writing and relation to
application covers topics as:
words and images. At present, the  The Plants
application is available in English,
 The Animals
 The Year, the Months, the
Greek and Russian language.
All lesson presentations are done
Seasons
 Transportation and
also vocally. Caretta the turtle is
drawing the letter for them, line
Communication
per line, and kids enjoy the
The application provides, quizzes,
competition when they write their various practices, print outs as all
letter with colored water based
modules of Caretta.
markers. The application prints for
Learning about ART
them different forms to paint and
draw letters, shapes or images
Using the same architecture,
related to letters.
Caretta is presenting to our new
It keeps track of quizzes.
potential artists the beautiful world
Students have their own mouse
of Arts and human creations.
and they answer the questions or
The Art part of the application
play with quizzes, but also they
covers topics as:
 World folk art
have their own exclusive area on
the screen that is not overlapping  Great musicians
to the other students’ workspace
 Great artists
 World music
on the screen. The application
can support many input devices or  Making musing
 Be a young musician
student interaction areas on the
same screen, each one identified  Be a young painter
with a pre-selected icon or image.
The application provides, quizzes,
Learning Numbers, etc…
various practices, print outs as all
All lesson presentations are done
modules of Caretta. Caretta turtle
also vocally. Caretta the turtle is
can play music pieces, dances to
drawing numbers, shape sizes and the rhythms and interfaces with
it interacts fully with the kids. The
this modules to make student
application prints for them
learning a game.

